Selecting BroadbaidgCoiiectivit
foBrgtouBrgSchool
Summary
Introducton
This document complements the main NEN guidance document on selectng
appropriate broadband connectiity for your school. Both documents are targeted at
school leaders and managers and set out what to look for when considering a new
broadband connecton for their school or group of schools.
This summary is an oieriiew of the main document but, being a summary,
ineiitably leaies out some possibly important informaton. Those staf most heaiily
iniolied in the procurement process, such as members of the Senior Management
Team (SMT) or Technical staf, should also read the full document.
Broadband connectiity to digital applicatons is an essental seriice for
schools. Decisions on the type, leiel of bandwidth required and supplier are critcal
ones that will impact the ability of a school to meet its educatonal and other
objecties for years to come. As such it is one that the SMT must fully engage with.
The NEN guidance note proiides a framework to help school managers make
an informed decision. The main sectons are:

The School Deielopment Plan

Current usage

What technologies are appropriate

What to expect from a supplier

The Goiernment Local Full Fibre Network initatie

Conclusion.
School development plan (SDP)
This is a crucial document for forward planning in all areas of the school including
future broadband proiision. In the partcular area of broadband and the Internet,
the SDP should consider in some detail both its use for Teaching & Learning and for
School Management.
The full guidance coiers in more detail what should be considered in both
these areas including: (1) the current and proposed future use of Cloud technologies,
(2) Online curricular tools (e.g. iideo editng, Mathematcs sooware, etc), ( ) Cloud
(Online) storage for users and system backup, (4) the potental impact of bring your
own device (BYOD) use, (5) offsite Management Informaton Systems, and (6)
remote access to the network for both staf and pupils.
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Current Usage
In order to benchmark what sort of connecton you need in the future it is essental
to haie a good grasp of your current usage f it may be that the school already has an
adequate connecton and that no upgrade is required. Your current supplier should
be able to proiide historical usage data but, if not, you need to track your current
usage oier at least two or three weeks to understand the demands you are currently
placing on your broadband link.
It is also a good idea to check the health of your local network (LAN) as
bottlenecks here can afect how users perceiie the broadband connecton.
Finally, if you are purchasing for, or as part of, a group of schools the main
document outlines some questons that are pertnent to this scenario. For example,
how will the costs be allocated, who is responsible for making sure the contract is
deliiered to the specifcaton, what is the dispute procedure?
The Technical Bit!
The next stage in the process is to select the best type of broadband connecton
aiailable and that is suitable for your purposes. The main guidance document goes
into some detail regarding iarious technical optons aiailable. In partcular, it
discusses the diferences between, and pros/cons of, FLL (Fibre Leased Line), FTTC
(Fibre to the cabinet), and FTTP (Fibre to the premises). If either FLL or FTTP is
aiailable in the area (see Challenges below) then these would normally be the
preferred optons but you should refer to the main document for detailed guidance.
Further help and support may be aiailable from your Local Authority or Regional
Broadband Consortum (RBC).
Challenges
One of the main challenges for schools is, ooen, the lack of adequate local
broadband infrastructure.
Metropolitan areas are generally better seried than schools in rural areas and
there is greater competton between suppliers. Fibre installaton costs also tend to
be lower due to the shorter distances iniolied. Schools in rural areas tend to be
sited further from existng infrastructure making some installatons prohibitiely
expensiie eien when aggregated across a local authority or region.
What to expect from a supplier
There is a distncton to be drawn here between the physical infrastructure and the
seriices that run oier it. Seriices can be broken into two area: those that allow the
network to be managed efectiely and other (possibly optonal) seriices.
The physical infrastructure proiided by the supplier will dictate both the
range of speeds they are able to support and the technologies used. The guarantees
(or possible lack of) ofered to coier the seriice should be understood. An
understanding of how the bandwidth is to be deliiered can help you assess the likely
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reliability of the seriice. For example, “headline” bandwidth may not be aiailable
during peak tmes if the line is heaiily contended (i.e. shared with other customers).
All broadband suppliers will haie tools to manage their network by, for
example, proiiding Quality of Seriice (QoS) which will enable better performance for
ioice and iideo. Some tools may be aiailable to the customer iia a “Dashboard” f
typically bandwidth statstcs should be aiailable this way. The supplier should also
alert customers to any network issues and proiide a way for customers to report
faults in additon to a helpfdesk. A Seriice Leiel Agreement (SLA) should be in place
which sets the agreed seriice and leiels of compensaton. The supplier should also
be GDPR compliant.
The main document outlines a range of other seriices which may be proiided
as part of the contract or could be proiided by third partes. These range from
Virus/Malware fltering to Remote backup and Voice oier IP (VoIP). There is a fuller
list in the main guidance note.
Local full fbre initatve
Full fbre coierage in the K is stll iery low ( %) but the goiernment has recognised
its importance and is giiing support to its deielopment iia the £200m Local Full
Fibre Networks Challenge Fund (LFFN).
There is scope here for local authorites to deielop projects and bid for funds
to help schools access full fbre at a reasonable cost.
Schools should be aware of any bids being made by their local authority to
this fund and make the case for their inclusion.
Conclusion
From a technical point of iiew we recommend either a Fibre Leased Line or FTTP
(where aiailable) as they both ofer an upgrade path in the medium to long term
with no additonal “set up” costs. A FLL is capable of deliiering in excess of 1Gbps,
both up and downstream, which is suitable for the largest schools while FTTP’s
maximum of 50Mbps is adequate, in the medium term at least, for most sites.
The exact contract a school enters into will depend on the estmated
requirements at the start of the contract period but should proiide an upgrade path
as demand grows. Each upgrade will, of course, cost more per month but can be
done “on demand” with no additonal set up fees.
If a FLL is not appropriate, and FTTP is not aiailable, then FTTC is a iiable
alternatie but there are well known limitatons to the speeds aiailable using this
technology.
Finally, note that EK compliant Framework contracts (from an RBC, Local
Authority or Goiernment Department, for example) exist which will simplify and
signifcantly reduce the cost of the procurement process.
Schools may re-use this material, providing that NEN -The Education Network
is acknowledged.
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